NEOFELIS
THE NEW GENERATION OF DISMOUNTED WARRIOR SYSTEM

FIGHTING CAPABILITIES:
• C4I
• Blue Force Tracking
• Situational awareness
• Image & video broadcasting
• Non line-of-sight shooting capability
• Lightweight, modular & mission configurable system
NEOFELIS
The new generation of dismounted warrior system

NeoFelis relies on Safran Electronics & Defense's experience in integrating and realizing smart soldier systems, which are today in service for more than 10 years. NeoFelis provides operational effectiveness, comfort of wear and ease of use for the soldier and his group, when dismounted as well as in their vehicles, in any circumstance. NeoFelis meets mission requirements for land forces, special forces and police.

Blue Force Tracking
Where am I and where are my friends?
Where are my leader and my vehicle?

Situational Awareness
Where is the target?
What is its localisation?
What or Who is it?

Navigation
Where am I going?
Where is my team going?

Command & Control
Orders
Reports

Multimedia
Picture broadcasting
Videostreaming

Security
Local and remote emergency erase
Encryption

Networking capability
Tactical radio network
LTE/4G network (civilian or private)

Large choice of connected equipment

Night Vision Goggle with embedded display
Weapon forehand with remote push to talk
Goggles, thermal imagers and sights